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Students who demonstrate understanding can:
HS-ESS1-1.
Develop a model based on evidence to illustrate the life span of the sun and the role of nuclear fusion in the
sun’s core to release energy that eventually reaches Earth in the form of radiation. [C larification S tatement: E mphasis is
on the energy transfer mechanisms that allow energy from nuclear fusion in the sun’s core to reach E arth. E xamples of ev idenc e for the model include
observ ations of the masses and lifetimes of other stars, as w ell as the w ay s that the sun’s radiation v aries due to sudden solar flares (“space w eather”), the 11y ear sunspot cy cle, and non-cy clic v ariations ov er centuries.] [A ssessment Boundary : A ssessment does not include details of the atomic and sub-atomic
processes inv olv ed w ith the sun’s nuclear fusion.]

HS-ESS1-2.

Construct an explanation of the Big Bang theory based on astronomical evidence of light spectra, motion of
distant galaxies, and composition of matter in the universe. [C larification S tatement: E mphasis is on the astronomical ev idence of
the red shift of light from galaxies as an indication that the univ erse is currently expanding, the cosmic microw av e background as the remnant radiation from the
Big Bang, and the observ ed composition of ordinary matter of the univ erse, primarily found in stars and interstellar gases (from the spectra of electromagnetic
radiation from stars), w hich matches that predicted by the Big Bang theory (3/4 hy drogen and 1/4 helium).]

HS-ESS1-3.

Communicate scientific ideas about the way stars, over their life cycle, produce elements.

HS-ESS1-4.

Use mathematical or computational representations to predict the motion of orbiting objects in the solar
system. [C larification S tatement: E mphasis is on N ew tonian grav itational law s gov erning orbital motions, w hich apply to human -made satellites as w ell as

[C larification S tatement:
E mphasis is on the w ay nucleosy nthesis, and therefore the different elements created, v aries as a function of the mass of a s tar and the stage of its lifetime.]
[A ssessment Boundary : Details of the many different nucleosy nthesis pathw ay s for stars of differing masses are not assessed.]

planets and moons.] [A ssessment Boundary : M athematical representations for the grav itational attraction of bo dies and Kepler’s Law s of orbital motions should
not deal w ith more than tw o bodies, nor inv olv e calculus.]

HS-ESS1-5.

Evaluate evidence of the past and current movements of continental and oceanic crust and the theory of plate
tectonics to explain the ages of crustal rocks. [C larification S tatement: E mphasis is on the ability of plate tectonics to explain the ages of
crustal rocks. E xamples include ev idence of the ages oceanic crust increasing w ith distance from mid-ocean ridges (a result of plate spreading) and the ages of
N orth A merican continental crust increasing w ith distance aw ay from a central ancient core (a result of past plate interactions).]

HS-ESS1-6.

Apply scientific reasoning and evidence from ancient Earth materials, meteorites, and other planetary
surfaces to construct an account of Earth’s formation and early history. [C larification S tatement: E mphasis is on using

av ailable ev idence w ithin the solar sy stem to reconstruct the early history of E arth, w hich formed along w ith the rest of the solar sy stem 4.6 billion y ears ago.
E xamples of ev idence include the absolute ages of ancient materials (obtained by radiometric dating of meteorites, moon rocks, and E ar th’s oldest minerals), the
sizes and compositions of solar sy stem objects, and the impact cratering record of planetary surfaces.]
The performance expectations abov e w ere dev eloped using the follow ing elements from the N RC document A F ramew ork for K-12 S cience Education:

Science and Engineering Practices

Disciplinary Core Ideas

Crosscutting Concepts

Developing and Using M odels
ESS1 .A : The Universe and Its Stars
P atter ns
M odeling in 9–12 builds on K–8 experiences and progresses to
 The star called the sun is changing and w ill burn out ov er
 E mpirical ev idence is needed to identify
using, sy nthesizing, and dev eloping models to predict and show
a lifespan of approximately 10 billion y ears. (H S -E S S 1-1)
patterns. (H S -E S S 1-5)
relationships among v ariables betw een sy stems and their
 The study of stars’ light spectra and brightness is used to
Scale, P r oportion, and Q uantity
components in the natural and designed w orld(s).
identify compositional elements of stars, their
 The significance of a phenomenon is
 Dev elop a model based on ev idence to illustrate the
mov ements, and their distances from E arth. (H S -E S S 1dependent on the scale, proportion, and
relationships betw een sy stems or betw een components of a
2),(H S -E S S 1-3)
quantity at w hich it occurs. (H S -E S S 1-1)
sy stem. (H S -E S S 1-1)
 The Big Bang theory is supported by observ ations of
 A lgebraic thinking is used to examine
Using M athematical and C omputational Thinking
distant galaxies receding from our ow n, of the measured
scientific data and predict the effect of a
M athematical and computational thinking in 9–12 builds on K–8
composition of stars and non-stellar gases, and of the
change in one v ariable on another (e.g.,
experiences and progresses to using algebraic thinking and
maps of spectra of the primordial radiation (cosmic
linear grow th v s. exponential grow th).
analy sis, a range of linear and nonlinear functions including
microw av e background) that still fills the univ erse. (H S (H S -E S S 1-4)
trigonometric functions, exponentials and logarithms, and
E S S 1-2)
Ener gy and M atter
computational tools for statistical analy sis to analy ze, represent,
 O ther than the hy drogen and helium formed at the time
 E nergy cannot be created or destroy ed–
and model data. S imple computational simulations are created and
of the Big Bang, nuclear fusion w ithin stars produces all
only mov ed betw een one place and
used based on mathematical models of basic assumptions.
atomic nuclei lighter than and including iron, and the
another place, betw een objects and/or
 U se mathematical or computational representations of
process releases electromagnetic energy . H eav ier
fields, or betw een sy stems. (H S -E S S 1-2)
phenomena to describe explanations. (H S -E S S 1-4)
elements are produced w hen certain massiv e stars
 In nuclear processes, atoms are not
C onstr ucting Explanations and Designing Solutions
achiev e a supernov a stage and explode. (H S -E S S 1conserv ed, but the total number of
C onstructing explanations and designing solutions in 9–12 builds on
2),(H S -E S S 1-3)
protons plus neutrons is conserv ed. (H S K–8 experiences and progresses to explanations and designs that
ESS1 .B: Ear th and the Solar System
E S S 1-3)
are supported by multiple and independent student-generated
 Kepler’s law s describe common features of the motions
Stability and C hange
sources of ev idence consistent w ith scientific ideas, principles, and
of orbiting objects, including their elliptical paths around
 M uch of science deals w ith constructing
theories.
the sun. O rbits may change due to the grav itational
explanations of how things change and
 C onstruct an explanation based on v alid and reliable ev idence
effects from, or collisions w ith, other objects in the solar
how they remain stable. (H S -E S S 1-6)
obtained from a v ariety of sources (including students’ ow n
sy stem. (H S -E S S 1-4)
inv estigations, theories, simulations, peer rev iew ) and the
ESS1 .C : T he H istory of P lanet Earth
---------------------------------------------assumption that theories and law s that describe the natural
 C ontinental rocks, w hich can be older than 4 billion
C onnections to Engineer ing, T echnology,
w orld operate today as they did in the past and w ill continue to
y ears, are generally much older than the rocks of the
and A pplications of Science
do so in the future. (H S -E S S 1-2)
ocean floor, w hich are less than 200 million y ears old.
 A pply scientific reasoning to link ev idence to the claims to
(H S -E S S 1-5)
Inter dependence of Science,
assess the extent to w hich the reasoning and data support the
 A lthough activ e geologic processes, such as plate
Engineer ing, and T echnology
explanation or conclusion. (H S -E S S 1-6)
tectonics and erosion, hav e destroy ed or altered most of
 S cience and engineering complement each
Engaging in A r gument from Evidence
the v ery early rock record on E arth, other objects in the
other in the cy cle know n as research and
E ngaging in argument from ev idence in 9–12 builds on K–8
solar sy stem, such as lunar rocks, asteroids, and
dev elopment (R&D). M any R&D projects
experiences and progresses to using appropriate and sufficient
meteorites, hav e changed little ov er billions of y ears.
may inv olv e scientists, engineers, and
ev idence and scientific reasoning to defend and critique claims and
S tudy ing these objects can prov ide information about
others w ith w ide ranges of expertise. (H S explanations about the natural and designed w orld(s). A rguments
E arth’s formation and early history . (H S -E S S 1-6)
E S S 1-2),(H S -E S S1-4)
may also come from current scientific or historical episodes in
ESS2 .B: P late Tectonics and Large-Scale System
science.
Inter actions
------------------------------------------- E v aluate ev idence behind currently accepted explanations or
 P late tectonics is the unify ing theory that explains the
C onnections to Natur e of Science
solutions to determine the merits of arguments. (H S -E S S 1-5)
past and current mov ements of the rocks at E arth’s
O btaining, Evaluating, and C ommunicating Information
surface and prov ides a framew ork for understanding its
Scientific Knowledge Assumes an O rder
O btaining, ev aluating, and communicating information in 9–12
geologic history . (ES S 2.B G rade 8 G BE) (secondary to
and C onsistency in Natur al Systems
* The performance expectations marked w ith an asterisk integrate traditional science content w ith engineering through a P ractice or Disciplinary C ore Idea.
The section entitled “Disciplinary C ore Ideas” is reproduced v erbatim from A F ramew ork for K -12 S cience E ducation: P ractices, C ross-C utting C oncepts, and C ore Ideas. Integrated
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builds on K–8 experiences and progresses to ev aluating the v alidity
and reliability of the claims, methods, and designs.
 C ommunicate scientific ideas (e.g. about phenomena and/or
the process of dev elopment and the design and performance of
a proposed process or sy stem) in multiple formats (including
orally , graphically , textually , and mathematically ). (H S -E S S 1-3)

HS -ES S 1-5)
P S1 .C : Nuclear P rocesses
 S pontaneous radioactiv e decay s follow a characteristic
exponential decay law . N uclear lifetimes allow radiometric
dating to be used to determine the ages of rocks and
other materials. (secondary to HS -ES S 1-5),(secondary to

HS -ES S 1-6)
-----------------------------------------------

C onnections to Natur e of Science

P S3 .D: Ener gy in C hemical P rocesses and Everyday
Life
 N uclear F usion processes in the center of the sun release
the energy that ultimately reaches E arth as radiation.

 S cientific know ledge is based on the
assumption that natural law s operate
today as they did in the past and they w ill
continue to do so in the future. (H S -E S S 12)
 S cience assumes the univ erse is a v ast
single sy stem in w hich basic law s are
consistent. (H S -E S S 1-2)

Science M odels, Laws, M echanisms, and T heories Explain
Natur al P henomena
(secondary to HS -ES S 1-1)
 A scientific theory is a substantiated explanation of some
P S4 .B Electromagnetic Radiation
aspect of the natural w orld, based on a body of facts that hav e
 A toms of each element emit and absorb characteristic
been repeatedly confirmed through observ ation and
frequencies of light. These characteristics allow
experiment and the science community v alidates each theory
identification of the presence of an element, ev en in
before it is accepted. If new ev idence is discov ered that the
microscopic quantities. (secondary to HS -ES S 1-2)
theory does not accommodate, the theory is generally modified
in light of this new ev idence. (H S -E S S 1-2),(H S -E SS 1-6)
 M odels, mechanisms, and explanations collectiv ely serv e as
tools in the dev elopment of a scientific theory . (H S -E S S 1-6)
C onnections to other DC Is in this grade-band: H S.P S1 .A (H S -ES S1-2),(H S -ES S1-3); H S.P S1.C (H S -E SS1-1),(H S -E SS1-2),(H S -E SS1-3); H S.P S2 .A (H S -ES S1-6); H S.P S2.B (H S -E SS14),(H S -E S S 1-6); H S.P S3 .A (H S -E SS1-1),(H S -E SS1-2); H S.P S3.B (H S-E SS1-2),(H S -E SS 1-5); H S.P S4.A (H S -E SS1-2); H S.ESS2 .A (H S -E SS1-5)
A rticulation of DC Is across grade-bands: M S.P S1 .A (H S-E SS1-1),(H S -E SS1-2),(H S -E SS 1-3); M S.P S2.A (H S -E SS1-4); M S.P S2 .B (H S -E SS1-4),(H S -E SS1-6); M S.P S4.B (H S-E SS 11),(H S -E S S 1-2); M S.ESS1 .A (H S -ESS 1-1),(H S -ES S1-2),(H S -ES S1-3),(H S -E SS1-4); M S.ESS1 .B (H S -E SS1-4),(H S -E SS1-6); M S.ESS1 .C (H S -E SS1-5),(H S -E SS1-6); M S.ESS2 .A (H S E S S 1-1),(H S -E S S1-5),(H S -ES S1-6); M S.ESS2 .B (H S -E SS1-5),(H S -E SS1-6); M S.ESS2 .D (H S -E SS1-1)

C ommon C ore S tate S tandards C onnections:
ELA /Literacy –
RST .1 1-12.1
RST .1 1-12.8
WH ST .9 -12.1
WH ST .9 -12.2
SL.1 1 -12.4

M athematics –
M P .2
M P .4
H SN-Q .A .1

C ite specific textual ev idence to support analy sis of science and technical texts, attending to important distinctions the author makes and to any gaps or
inconsistencies in the account. (HS -ES S 1-1),(HS -ESS 1-2),(HS -ES S1-5),(HS -ES S1-6)
E v aluate the hy potheses, data, analy sis, and conclusions in a science or technical text, v erify ing the data w hen possible and corroborating or challenging
conclusions w ith other sources of information. (H S -E S S 1-5),(H S -ES S1-6)
Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content. (H S -E S S 1-6)
Write informativ e/explanatory texts, including the narration of historical ev ents, scientific procedures/ experiments, or technical processes. (H S -E S S 1-2), (HS -

ES S 1-3),(HS -ES S1-5)

P resent claims and findings, emphasizing salient points in a focused, coherent manner w ith relev ant ev idence, sound v alid reasoning, and w ell-chosen details;
use appropriate ey e contact, adequate v olume, and clear pronunciation. (HS -ES S 1-3)

H SA -SSE.A.1
H SA -C ED.A.2

Reason abstractly and quantitativ ely . (H S -E S S1-1),(H S -E SS1-2),(H S -E SS1-3),(H S -E SS1-4),(H S -E SS 1-5),(H S -ESS 1-6)
M odel w ith mathematics. (H S -E S S 1-1),(H S -E SS1-4)
U se units as a w ay to understand problems and to guide the solution of multi-step problems; choose and interpret units consistently in formulas; choose and
interpret the scale and the origin in graphs and data display s. (H S -E S S 1-1),(H S -ES S1-2),(H S -E SS1-4),(H S -E SS1-5),(H S -E SS1-6)
Define appropriate quantities for the purpose of descriptiv e modeling. (H S -E S S 1-1), (HS -ESS1-2),(H S -E SS 1-4), (HS -ESS 1-5),(HS -ES S1-6)
C hoose a lev el of accuracy appropriate to limitations on measurement w hen reporting quantities. (H S -E S S 1-1),(H S -E SS 1-2),(H S -ES S1-4),(H S -ES S1-5),(H S E S S 1-6)
Interpret expressions that represent a quantity in terms of its context. (HS -ES S 1-1),(HS -ESS1-2), (H S -E SS1-4)
C reate equations in tw o or more v ariables to represent relationships betw een quantities; graph equations on coordinate axes w ith labels and scales. (HS -

H SA -C ED.A.4
H SF-IF.B.5
H SS-ID.B.6

Rearrange formulas to highlight a quantity of interest, using the same reasoning as in solv ing equations . (HS -ES S 1-1),(HS -ESS1-2),(HS -ESS1-4)
Relate the domain of a function to its graph and, w here applicable, to the quantitativ e relationship it describes. (HS -ES S 1-6)
Represent data on tw o quantitativ e v ariables on a scatter plot, and describe how those v ariables are related. (HS -ES S 1-6)

H SN-Q .A .2
H SN-Q .A .3

ES S 1-1),(HS -ES S1-2),(HS -ES S1-4)
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